Val Reimer

Unit Plan - Bulbs in the classroom.
Teach from November 13(ish) until Christmas
Break (they will be in full bloom, a great gift)
Prior Knowledge: Seeds will be compared
to bulbs. By the time this unit is taught, we
have observed pumpkin and many other
seeds, including beans beacuse it is autumn.
Children have been taking notes in a
science book.
Materials:
• Narcissus bulbs from Art Knapp
• clear jars or glasses
• rulers
• scale
• stones or rocks. My kids collect them from
outside and they will be put back outside
after the process. In the past I have bought
a bag of gravel from Home Depot. That
works too.
• journals, camera, notebooks optional
• pencil crayons for sketching the bulbs
every day
Background
Narcissis paperwhite bulbs naturally bloom in November - December since they are
native to the Mediterranean. Growing them in the classroom in winter is easy and
provides a great opportunity to meet she science outcomes in the BC curriculum. I
have tailored this lesson plan to grades 3-4, but it works in other grades too.
The following new outcomes are all addressed in this unit.
Outcome

Demonstrate curiosity
about the natural world

This Project
When the children are given the bulbs after having
observed seeds, they will naturally be curious. When
discussing bulbs, the students ask questions about
garlic, onion, and other bulbs.
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Outcome

Observe objects and
events in familiar
contexts

This Project
In lesson 4 (approx) the students access prior
knowledge of bulbs in a discussion of garlic. They will
see similarities and differences.

Identify questions about
familiar objects and
events that can be
investigated scientifically

In lesson 5-7 (and throughout) the students question the
events to follow. The initial setup of the growing project
encourage scientific questioning. I always have the kids
weigh the bulbs, examine the paperish covering (but not
remove all of it), ask why it is there? do seeds have
that? Have they seen other plants that have this (Garlic,
AND Make predictions onions). Will the weight change after we start growing
based on prior knowledge this bulb? Is it dead right now (it looks dead). How big
will it get?
Which end is up? Why?

Safely use appropriate
tools to make
observations and
measurements, using
formal measurements
and digital technology as
appropriate

Students will use magnifying glasses and microscopes if
possible to observe the bulbs and the papery outside.

Collect simple data

Lessons 2-3 involve comparing bulbs to seeds. The
students have not started growing bulbs yet.
Data will be tracked on a daily basis in CM during the
growth phase. Their journal will record the entire
process

Sort and classify data and
information using
drawings or provided
tables to show growth.

Students can use the computer at the end of the project
to make bar graphs using the data they have collected.
The paperwhites will change on a daily basis and grow
significantly during the growth phase, students enjoy
measuring every day and recording either photos or
drawings to show change.

Students will measure in CM throughout and use a
scale at the start and end of the project.
Students MAY use the camera to track the changes of
their plants. In the past, students have been permitted to
photograph and print weekly for their journals instead of
sketching.
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Outcome

This Project

Compare results with
predictions, suggesting
possible reasons for
findings

Students predict the life cycle of the bulbs during
lessons 2-4 and discuss the result again at the end.

Reflect on whether an
investigation was a fair
test

During the growth phase, I let the students decide
where to put their bulbs. It is interesting to observe
which students consider the light in the room. If anyone
wants to put theirs up in the dark corner, I let them. At
the end, we discuss which plants are bigger and better.

Ask at the start - will these bulbs make flowers? Garlic
and Onions usually dont, so they will likely think that
they will not.

This brings up the natural question of whether or not the
variables such as light and heat are important. They are.

Social Studies grade 3
Use social studies inquiry
to gather ideas and
communicate findings.

In lessons 6-10 (anywhere, really), I use a computer lab
period to have students research the narcissus.

Some aspects of life are
shared by and common
to peoples and cultures.

Plants are found everywhere. These plants are native to
the Mediterranean, however, we still enjoy them here.
Discuss plants and bulbs as a global resource at any
time in the investigation.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narcissus_papyraceus

This is a very rough overview of how I have done it in the past. Modify it of
course!
Lesson 1-2 (short)
Students start a table in their duotangs about seeds and bulbs. At this point they
have not seen the narcissus but they have discussed seeds AND familiar bulbs. They
have taken notes.
Lesson 1 (medium) (I am doing this November 7-13 approx)
Introduce the bulbs and the official notebook. Have each student weigh the bulb
and record its weight in grams. They are expected to start recording data officially
as of this date. In this lesson I model a good sketch. They need to label, measure,
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and sketch at least once a week, more when it is in active growth. In this lesson, I
ask them NOT to peel all the
paper off but I do let them
take a bit and observe it. They
are going to look at it in the
microscope too. They are
encouraged to fall in love with
their bulbs. They often name
them and when they are
sketching them today they
think that the bulbs are dead
because they really look dead.
They have dried up roots at
the bottom if you look closely.
Encourage investigation and
good sketches. At the end of
the lesson, show someones
work.
Conclude this lesson by
discussing the importance of
keeping the bulbs dry and dark
until we plant them in the next
lesson. Often just their desks if
we are planting soon.
Lesson 2 (medium to long)
Have students get their bulbs
out and finish weighing, photographing, sketching them in this phase if necessary.
Have jars half full of stones. Carefully place bulb on stones. Fill surrounding area
with stones to keep the bulb in place. Water should cover the bulb about half way.
The stones are to keep it in place. They will actually be measuring the roots, so it is
important that everything is visable.
Set them somewhere safe and have the children sketch them again. To scale if
possible.
Lesson 3-10
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Every day there will be changes. The kids will be excited. Make time to allow for
this (math, science time). This is the ideal time to teach CM, and in the end of the
growth phase, even meters, they will reach almost a meter., they always go beyond
the length of the ruler, so I switch to the material measuring tools usually.
Last lesson (whenever that is)
I always take my flower out of its jar and observe it carefully. It may suffer, but that
is ok. I make a big production of weighing it. It has gained a lot of weight. Record
those changes. Pass it around so everyone can feel the roots, the flowers, etc.
Before sending them home, discuss life cycle of a bulb. Remember, they looked
“dead” at the start.
This is when you need to make sure you discuss the LIFE CYCLE of these plants.
These are to be kept at home over the holidays, and kept from freezing. Keep them
watered. When they are obviously done blooming and all the flowers are dead, they
need to be taken and carefully DRIED. Then brought back to school.
After christmas break, some kids may have brought them back. Weigh them. Were
the weights the same?
Contact Val at Spruceland if you want to know more.

